
"OMAMORI" Kyoto One Stroke Dragon Video
（Youtube）

Official site <by Shopify>
https://omamori-dragon.com　

His work is now on sale on the official website or at 
Amazon in 88 countries around the world including Japan and USA.

Amazon.com  <US> Store page

OMAMORI as a hanging scroll Take-along Paper OMAMORI as a Buddhist Amulet

OMAMORI printed with your favorite photo and wish

New Omamori “yu-zu-san" Kyoto Power&Fortune Dragon Secretariat
（Catalogue Jigyo Sogo Kenkyusho Inc.）

7th Floor, Mainichi Higashi Bldg., 3-15-16 Nakamichi, Higashinari-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka, 537-0025 Japan
TEL：+81-6-6981-0331　　Email： info@omamori-dragon.net

Company, home, shop, clinic, vari-
ous facilities

A congratulatory gift for the establishment of a 
business, opening of a new store, appointment 
as president, promotion in rank, anniversary, 
relocation of an office, and various other cele-
bratory occasions.

The "OMAMORI" Kyoto One Stroke Dragon (Power & Fortune Dragon) is a series of Omamori featuring the One Stroke 
Dragon drawn by Keisuke Tejima, a Kyoto One Stroke Dragon artist. They are finished by applying specialized 
techniques (high-resolution printing and special processing). An ofuda (amulet) that was officially blessed at Nyoisan 
Touji-ji Temple of Koyasan Shingon Sect, commonly known as "yu-zu-san," is enshrined in each. 
*The body of Take-along Paper OMAMORI as a Buddhist Amulet is blessed directly.  
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Development, economic fortune,
prosperity in business.

Protection against evil
spirits, health, safety.

Good match, and
harmonious relations.

Types of Omamori
Answers to prayers:  Development,  economic fortune,  prosperity in business,  protection against evil  spirits ,  

health,  safety,  good match,  and harmonious relations

*These Omamori were finished by applying a specialized technique (high-resolution printing and special processing) 
to reproduction paintings, instead of using the originals.

*It takes a while before we can ship your order, because we manually 
finish each Omamori, one by one.

*We do not respond to customer inquiries or provide any other support by telephone. Use the inquiry form regarding the contents of your order.

OMAMORI Plaque (for desktops)

Gold & White 
Lucky Twin Dragon

Rainbow & While  
Lucky Twin Dragon

Black, Gold, and Silver
Twin Guardian Dragon

Black & Gold Guardian Dragon Black & Silver Guardian Dragon

Gold Guardian Dragon Black Guardian Dragon Cherry Blossom Guardian Dragon

Green Guardian Dragon Red & Gold Guardian Dragon Blue Guardian Dragon

Marriage Tie Lucky Dragon

Marriage Tie Guardian Dragon

Autumn-Color   
Lucky Twin Dragon 

Gold Lucky Dragon

White Lucky Dragon Red & Gold Lucky Dragon Blue Lucky Dragon Green & Gold Lucky Dragon

Shiny Lucky Dragon Cherry Blossom Lucky Dragon Rainbow Lucky Dragon Black Lucky Dragon

[ Photo permission ]
Head Religious Affairs Office, Koyasan Shingon Sect. 

Main Temple Kongobu-ji

[ Prayer ]
Nyoisan Touji-ji Temple of Koyasan Shingon Sect.
1-6 Ikutama-cho,Tenouji-ku,Osaka-shi,Osaka

[ One Stroke Dragon Artist ]
"Kyoto" One Stroke Dragon Artist 　 Keisuke Teshima
5-11 Senyuuji-cho,Higashiyama-ku,Kyoto-shi,Kyoto

Photo OMAMORI amulet
OMAMORI “Yu-zu-san,”a photo and a wish in one

http://omamori-japan.net/eng

★ Related services  ★



Buddhist temple where prayers are offered Nyoisan Touji-ji Temple of Koyasan Shingon SectKeisuke Teshima, "Kyoto" One Stroke Dragon Artist

【Principal image of Buddha 】-Housho-Nyorai/ Yu-zu-son-

Teshima draws the One Stroke Dragon while praying for the associated continuous happiness and a contin-
uous good match. His technique of expressing the dragon god in one stroke, which is beautiful, delicate and 
sometimes wild, is highly praised not only in Japan but also in other countries. He learned the spirit of the 
dou (way) of Japan through karatedo, which he has practiced for 14 years since he was six years old. He 
has been attracted to dragons since childhood and drew numerous pictures of them. He discovered the 
traditional One Stroke Dragon and was strongly impressed with its technique and history. Then Teshima 
learned the technique on his own. In his first year as a One Stroke Dragon artist, he held his first personal 

exhibition in Ginza and then made a foray 
into the world. Under the creed of “Introduce 
the Japanese tradition to the world,” he has 
held exhibitions and live performances at 13 
venues in Los Angeles, New York, Washing-
ton and Florida. He pursues the dragon with 
the spirit of Shuhari (a concept that is 
common to Japanese art, martial arts, etc. 
meaning “learning, bending, and breaking the 
rules” as steps of mastering arts) while main-
taining the tradition of the One Stroke Design 
that has continued since the Edo period.

Nyoisan Touji-ji Temple of Koyasan Shingon Sect, which will celebrate 
its 1,200th anniversary, was commissioned as the wishing temple of 
the Fujiwara clan by Fujiwara Fuyutsugu. It is commonly known as 
“yu-zu-san” because it grants (“yu-zu” in Japanese) wishes.

The "OMAMORI" Kyoto One Stroke Dragon (Power & Fortune Dragon) is a 
series of Omamori (amulets) that features a picture of a dragon. As the 

name suggests, the torso of the dragon is drawn in one uninterrupted stroke. It has been valued as a good luck 
charm since the Edo era based on the belief that it "maintains growth and economic fortune," "maintains good 
relationships and growth," and "connects people." The One Stroke Dragon is offered in various types of Omamori.
*These Omamori were finished by applying a specialized technique (high-resolution printing and special processing) 
to reproduction paintings, instead of using the originals.

“Yu-zu-san” is the nickname of Nyoi-Hoshu Yu-zu-son, a deity who grants wishes.
▼

A wish-granting jewel that is said to have been created by Odaishi-sama
(Kobo-Daishi/Kukai)

Types of Omamori

★Media appearance examples of a Kyoto One Stroke Dragon painter Keisuke Teshima★
・“Nanikore Chin-Hyakkei” (TV Asahi) broadcast on Sunday, November 22, 2020
・“Osaka Honwaka TV” (Ymiuri TV) broadcast on Friday, November 13, 2020
・“Mezamashi TV Kirabito” (Fuji TV) broadcast on Friday, March 13, 2020
・“7.2 Atarashii Betsunomado #12” (AbemaTV) 【The First All Japan Bazuri Grand Prize】
   broadcast on Sunday, March 3, 2019

・“NEWS ROOM TOKYO” (NHK WORLD channel) broadcast on Thursday, April 19, 2018 
・His video was broadcast at National Geographic Channel in July 2018.

We donated the revenue from the One-stroke Dragon Charity Auction held at Duterte’s Kitchen in 
the Philippines, which amounted to approx. 10 million yen, to homeless youth. We took this as an 
opportunity to hold a live performance of the drawing a One Stroke Dragon and presented the 
picture to Mr. Manny Pacquiao, at a congressional of�ce building in the Philippines.

We took this as an opportunity to hold a live performance of the drawing a One Stroke Dragon and 
presented the picture to Mr. Manny Pacquiao, at a congressional of�ce building in the Philippines.
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